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Similar to other popular Microsoft solutions such as SQL Server and SharePoint, users can now also take advantage of this by volumering existing Windows Server licenses in Azure to smoothly scale data centers to the cloud. With a lower price for a virtual machine with the advantage of Azure Hybrid
Cloud Usage Benefit, users can use the on-premises Windows Server license covered by software (SA) to deploy and run specifically at the price of a Windows Server virtual machine in Azure, and then the client can simply pay a base payment for the virtual machine at the same linux virtual machine bid
level. Support for flexible cloud licensing model (specific virtual machine price page) With the A-HUB Benefits Program, customers can extend some workloads within their organization or entire data center to the cloud to create a cloud architecture that meets their organization's needs. Value benefits
instant ownership If the customer license does not already include Software Assurance (SA), now is the best time to subscribe to Software Assurance. With the Software Assurance agreement, users can save up to 20% on using azure installations, depending on factors such as usage, instance type, and
data center location. To subscribe to Software Support, contact your Microsoft account team. Data Center licenses with standard Software Assurance licenses with Software Assurance Each dual-processor license can deploy two virtual machines with up to 8 cores on a virtual machine. Save up to 20%
on azure deployment costs. Each license can be used on-premises and in Azure at the same time. Each dual-processor license allows the deployment of two virtual machines with up to eight cores per virtual machine. Save up to 20% on azure deployment costs. Each license can only be used on-
premises or in Azure. Example Research This example shows the cost savings that Windows Server-based customers can make over Azure compared to other public clouds. In view of a local Windows Server software license, customers only pay for basic computing resources. Learn how to participate in
the A-HUB benefits program to determine the right and calculate licensing. For each Windows Server dual-processor license with a software guarantee, customers can run two virtual machines with cores of up to 8 or one virtual machine with 16 cores, which is below the price. Download the image file. To
create a windows server on-premises virtual machine, you must use Windows PowerShell, add the Azure Hybrid Use benefit tag to it, and upload it to Azure. from visible savings. Then, Azure will be billed at a rate that is not a Windows virtual machine. Special Counsel: 1. This app is only valid for
customers who are valid for genuine Windows Server software and software (SA) that are valid, and Century Connect will verify users who use the app and make the necessary adjustments to the user price based on the audit results, and/or require the customer to pay a preliminary difference in bills.
2.CPP and A-HUB (Azure Hybrid Use Benefit) can't share overlay tips: If your virtual machine contains multiple benefits, you can only enjoy the only offer you can't impose. 2,3 . Cpp. Cpp Service Agreement Premium)。 By using existing SQL Server licenses, you can maximize your current Software
Assurance investment by saving up to 30% on vCore-based SQL database settings. You can immediately save up to 30% on the cost of getting more benefits for virtualized load in vCore SQL database databases based on SQL Server settings supported by SQL Server software with software assurance
and SQL Server Enterprise Edition clients with unlimited virtualization benefits can go to the SQL database at cost-effective rates. When you select a general purpose setting, Azure Hybrid Benefits for SQL Server provides 4 cores in the cloud for SQL Server enterprise enterprise clients with a software
guarantee – compared to each 1 core they have on-premises. General parameters best meet the needs of virtualized loads and allow migration to SQL databases in a cost-effective way. Enable mixed benefits for SQL Server to host instances from the Azure portal or to register a SQL database through
Azure Marketplace. Try the sql database of the same database or elastic pool from the Azure portal or through Azure Marketplace. Similar to other popular Microsoft solutions such as SQL Server and SharePoint, users can now use their existing Windows Server licenses in conjunction with Azure and
take full advantage。 this can benefit from smooth scaling of data centers to the cloud. Lower VM prices By using the A-HUB (Azure Hybrid Use Benefit) plan, users can deploy and run special windows server virtual machine prices in Azure by using the on-premises Windows Server。 licenses covered
by the Software License (SA). Customers then only need to pay the basic costs of the virtual machine at the same rate as Linux VM costs (see VM pricing page). Flexible, cloud licensing modes are supported by using the A-HUB benefits plan, customers can scale part of their organization's workload or
the entire data center to the cloud by creating。 cloud architecture that meets the needs of the organization. Get this great value now If the customer license doesn't include Software Assurance (SA), now is the best time to subscribe. With the Software Agreement, users can save up to 20% on using
azure installations (depending on factors such as usage, instance type, and data center location). To subscribe to Software Assurance, contact your Microsoft account team. Data Center Edition licensed with Software Assurance Standard Edition license with Software Assurance Two virtual machines can
be deployed with each dual-license with up to 8 cores per 。 virtual machine. Save up to 20% on azure deployment costs. Each license can be used both on-premises and in Azure. Two virtual machines can be deployed with each dual-processor license, with up to 8 cores per virtual machine. Save up to
20% on azure deployment costs. Each license can be used locally or 。 In. Case Analysis This example shows the costs that users can save compared to other public clouds by running Windows Server over Azure. Users only need to pay for basic computing resources after using a local Windows Server
software license. How to participate in the A-HUB Benefits Plan Confirm compliance and calculate licenses. For each Windows Server dual processor license with Software Assurance, clients can run two virtual machines with cores up to 8 or a 16-core virtual machine that is below the price. Download the
image file. You must create a Windows Server virtual machine locally by using Windows PowerShell, add an Azure hybrid tag to it, use an advantage, and then upload it to Azure. Benefit from significant savings. Subsequently, Azure will bill for the speed of the virtual machine that is not windows. Special
Counsel: 1. This plan is only valid for genuine Windows Server Software and Support (SA) clients during the expiration date. 21Vianet will audit users using the plan and make the necessary adjustments to user prices based on the results of the audit and/or invite customers to make a balance from their
previous account. 2. Reminder that CPP and A-HUB (Azure Mixed Use Benefits) cannot overlap or be shared: If your virtual machine already contains multiple transactions, you will only be eligible for individual discounts that cannot overlap or be shared. 3. The CPP Plan is an annual service for virtual
machines. Currently, this applies only to premium online service deals. With an existing SQL Server license, you can maximize current software support investments to save up to 30% on vCore-based SQL database settings. Save up to 30% now to get more benefits for virtualized load in SQL Database
SQL Database vCore based on SQL Servers settings have software guaranteeing SQL Server Enterprise Edition clients that have Software Assurance and use unlimited virtualization benefits can go to the SQL database at a cost-effective rate. If you select the General purpose option, Azure Hybrid
Benefits for SQL Server may offer enterprise edition server clients with cloud-based kernel support software 4 for every 1 on-premises kernel. The General Assignments option best meets the needs of virtualized loads and can be implemented in a cost-effective way to navigate to a SQL database. Enable
Azure Hybrid Benefits for SQL Server to register a sql database managed instance from an Azure portal or through Azure Marketplace. Try the SQL database of the same database or elastic pool from the Azure portal or through Azure Marketplace. If you Windows Server virtual machines in Azure then
you know that the cost of licensing alone is 40 percent of the total bill. However, with the introduction of the benefits of Azure Hybrid Use (HUB), Microsoft customers with the Sa Software Assurance Program can extend their on-premises cloud licenses, often reducing the decrease in Run your Windows
Server virtual machines to basic computing speed (for example, the speed of a Linux virtual machine). This dramatic discount, as much as 40 percent, can make all the difference in the availability of running your virtual machines in the cloud. But in order to get started, it is important to understand how
cost savings work; Whether your Windows license has the right; What are your options for deploying hub-enabled virtual machines and what changes are on the horizon in the coming months and years for the benefits of hybrid use of Azure. The total cost of starting Windows Server virtual machines in the
cloud there are two main costs that go to deploying and running a virtual machine in the cloud. First, it is the cost of equipment. The second is the cost of licensing. Linux machines don't have license costs, and so have proved much less expensive to run on Azure up to this point. However, The recent
introduction of Azure to their hybrid usage benefits dramatically changes the landscape, eliminating the cost gap between Windows and Linux virtual machines in many cases. For example, up to this point running a typical Windows Server promo D2 v2 on Azure can cost approximately $3,000 annually.
However, because approximately 40 percent of that amount comes from the cost of a Windows license, applying HUB to equation reduces the total to about $1,800 (base rate calculation or Linux virtual machine speed) to dramatically save 40 percent. Note, however, that multiple variables may affect
savings, such as VM instance type and use patterns. The requirements for Azure hybrid use requirements apply to the Windows Server Standard, as well as to Windows Server DataCenter 2-processor licenses with software. In both cases, you can run either two virtual machines, each with eight cores, or
one virtual machine with 16 cores. In order to run a Windows Server virtual machine with more than 16 cores, you can stack your current licenses as needed. For example, the common solution is to stack two licenses for 16 cores or two licenses for 2 processors to run one 32-core virtual machine. All
users, regardless of the programs they may belong to, are now eligible for hub if they have standard Windows Server or Windows Server Data Center licenses with the software. This includes Windows Server licenses obtained through core infrastructure suite (excluding System Center component) and
through Azure Infrastructure Resellers. In other words, if you purchased Software Assurance for a Windows Server Standard or Windows Server Datacenter license, you can take advantage of azure hybrid Use Benefit, regardless of whether you purchased azure infrastructure directly or through a
reseller, Provider of cloud solutions. Standard Windows Server If you are using Windows Server Standard Edition with SA, you can use a Windows license for Azure or on-premises. In other words, you can convert the current on-premises to Azure. However, at the same time, the license will no longer be
applied locally. Here, it's important to keep in mind that microsoft's 90-day rule for reassigning licenses also applies to Azure virtual machines. In short, the rule requires that any licenses reassigned to new equipment must stay with this new equipment for at least 90 days. Windows Server Data Center If
you are using Windows Server Data Center with a software assurance program, you can run a Windows virtual machine in Azure hub while maintaining your on-premises license. Applying the benefits of hybrid use to deploy a new virtual machine image with HUB The easiest way to take advantage of
Azure hybrid use is to deploy a new Windows Server virtual machine directly from the Azure portal. Assuming you already have an Azure subscription and a corresponding Windows Server license with the Software Assurance Program, simply sign in to the Azure portal and follow the simple instructions to
deploy a new virtual machine. In the first workflow panel of the installation you will see save moneysection at the bottom accompanied by the following question: Already have a Windows Server license? Click Yes, and then select the check box to confirm that you have a Windows Server software license
and to activate HUB. Alternatively, you can visit Azure Marketplace. Deploying a new image from azure portal or Azure Marketplace is currently four Windows Server images preconfigured with HUB to choose from, all prefix with Windows Server: 2016 Datacenter 2012 Datacenter 2012 R2 Datacenter
2008 R2 SP1 If you have a Windows Standard license instead of a Windows DataCenter license, this is not a problem because there is no need for your licensed release to match the image you choose from the Windows Server Image list above. If you are a enterprise agreement subscriber, note that
Azure Marketplace HUB images for EA subscriptions are no longer required for a new virtual machine deployment as HUB is now open to all subscribers. To deploy a new virtual machine from HUB, you can simply use the Save Money section in the setup panel described above. However, if you are an
EA subscriber already using an EA specific image, see Azure's transition instructions. Migrating a hub to an enabled Windows Server azure Although deploying a new virtual machine through the Azure portal or Azure Marketplace is the easiest way to take advantage of hybrid use, you may find that you
must migrate an existing Windows Server to Azure. In this scenario, Azure Site Recovery (ASR) is the ideal tool for the task. Migration from ASR is simple and ASR can be used within the first 30 days (reducing the cost of migration to just storage and computing fees consumed during migration). In
addition, ASR now includes a clear path for including HUB in your migration. Loading a custom virtual machine If neither using a preconfigured virtual machine image nor transferring an existing existing meets your needs, you may prefer to boot a custom virtual machine using PowerShell or a resource
manager template. First, download VHD in Azure. Then, follow the official instructions from the Azure team for two options: Deploying a Deployment Resource Manager template with PowerShell changes in the Azure Hybrid Usage Benefits area on September 25, 2017, during the Microsoft Ignite
conference, Microsoft announced that they are extending the advantage of hybrid use to enable AZURE-based SQL Server, which will add an exciting new dimension to the HUB sphere. Making the cloud much more accessible In the past, the cost of licensing Windows is 40 percent of the total cost of



running your Windows Server virtual machines on Azure. However, the introduction of Azure Hybrid Usage benefits has dramatically changed the cost of the landscape. Customers eligible to use Windows can now extend their on-premises licenses to the cloud, reducing the cost by as much as 40
percent. So running the appropriate Windows servers on Azure has become much more accessible. However, as noted above, it's important to follow a few key steps and guidance as you prepare to take advantage of this cost-saving opportunity: understand the cost of licensing versus the cost of a basic
computing rate to calculate up to 40 percent of the savings hub offers. Determine your right to a hub. Typically, you will need to have Software Assurance on a standard Windows Server license or a Windows Server Data Center license. Learn about hub-enabled virtual machine deployment options that
include creating a new HUB-enabled virtual machine image from azure portal or Azure Marketplace; Migrate existing workloads by using azure site recovery and boot a custom virtual machine from PowerShell or resource manager template. Stay on top of recent changes to the mixed-use benefits area,
such as the recently announced inclusion of SQL Server. To learn more about azure hybrid usage benefits and other ways to save to Azure, contact us. Us.
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